**Vision Statement:** Forged from a long line of tradition, We are Wilton Fire - Working together to serve our community with honor, integrity, and selfless devotion to duty.

**Mission Statement:** Committed to the Care and Protection of the Community We Serve.

**Core Values:** *Integrity* - With honesty as our foundation, we will always do right. *Professionalism* - A personal commitment to exceed expectations of our profession in our attitude, ability, and appearance. *Teamwork* - A partnership of coordinated effort based on trust, empowerment, support, and communication. *Service before Self* - Recognizing and placing the needs of others before our own.

**Goals:** Honor the public trust by exceeding expectations. Provide a positive internal environment that promotes Trust and Commitment. Acting in the best interest of the public. Ensure efficient use of resources in order to maximize levels of service.

**HOW TO JOIN:**

Applications can be downloaded from our website at www.wilton-fire.org, or picked up at Station 81. Once completed applications may be hand delivered or mailed in.

Mail or hand deliver to:

Fire Administration
Wilton Fire Protection District
9800 Dillard Road
Wilton, CA 95693

**YOU PROVIDE THE TIME**

**WILTON FIRE PROTECTION DISTRICT**

**WE'LL PROVIDE THE TRAINING**
ABOUT US:

The Wilton Fire Protection District is a team-oriented organization that strives to do whatever we can to prevent fire, provide emergency medical aid to those in need, and efficiently mitigate both natural and man-made disasters when they happen and help in the recovery effort of those affected. The Wilton Fire Protection District has Urban Protection and Rural Pride. We believe in neighbor helping neighbor. Our District consists of a highly dedicated group of 60+ men and women who annually handle more than 500 calls for service.

JOB OBJECTIVES:

Assists in Suppression of fires, rescue and lifesaving operations; responds to emergency medical calls and renders first aid; handles fire streams and other fire service equipment in suppression of fires; performs daily maintenance of stations, quarters, apparatus and equipment; makes required equipment checks; assists in putting apparatus and equipment back in readiness for other emergencies; attends scheduled mandatory training drills; performs other duties as assigned.

MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS:

1. State of California, State Fire Marshal’s Office Firefighter 1 Skills Package, OR California State Fire Marshal Firefighter I Certificate.
2. California Emergency Medical Technician-Basic.
3. Must work a minimum of four (4) twenty four (24) hour shifts per month.
4. Attend mandatory full Department monthly training.
5. Have the ability to follow directions.
6. Must be in Good health.
7. Minimum of eighteen(18) years of age.
8. Valid California Drivers License